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Penny Scattering Lab 
Activity Key 

 
Background 
    In 1910, Rutherford, along with his student H. Geiger, conducted his memorable gold foil 
experiment.   In this experiment, a piece of gold foil was bombarded with alpha particles.  By 
observing the pathways that the alpha particles traveled, Rutherford was able to postulate the 
existence of a nucleus within the atom. 
    In this experiment, you will simulate Rutherford’s gold foil experiment.  Copper pennies will 
be used to represent the nucleus of each gold atom.  Cardboard pennies will be used to represent 
alpha particles. 
 
Objective 
 Observe the scattering effects of nuclei on alpha particles. 
 
Materials: (per lab group) 

24 copper pennies 
1 ruler 
1 cardboard penny 

 
Procedure 

1. Using your ruler, arrange the 24 copper pennies into six scattered rows.  Leave about 
20 cm between the pennies in the rows and 20 cm between each row as shown. 

 
0     0     0     0 

       0     0     0     0 
   0     0     0     0     
       0     0     0     0 
    0     0     0     0 
       0     0     0     0 
 

2. Without aiming at any specific penny, use your finger to flick a cardboard penny into 
the arranged copper pennies.  Observe the path of the cardboard penny. 

3. Straighten your copper penny arrangement and repeat the procedure another 20 times 
from the same starting position. 

 
Questions 

1. What was the most commonly observed pathway of your cardboard penny? 
 

Answers may vary.  The most common pathway will be straight through the 
arrangement. 

2. When the cardboard penny struck a copper penny, what happened to the pathway of 
the cardboard penny? 

 
Answers may vary.  The cardboard penny’s path should have been deflected at 
some angle. 

Construct the cardboard penny out of 
lightweight cardboard. 
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3. On the back, describe how this activity illustrates Rutherford’s gold foil experiment?  
What conclusions did Rutherford make from the results of his experiment? 

 
 

The copper pennies represented the nuclei of the gold atoms and the cardboard 
pennies represented the alpha particles (helium nuclei) that were aimed at the gold 
atoms.  Based on the results of the experiment, Rutherford concluded that the atom 
must be made up of mostly empty space since most of the alpha particles went 
straight through the gold foil with little deflection.  Based on the fact that a few alpha 
particles were deflected at very large angles and some were deflected straight back, 
Rutherford predicted that the mass of the atom must be concentrated in a dense core 
and that the dense core was positively charged causing the positive alpha particles to 
deflect at such large angles.  This dense positive core later became referred to as the 
nucleus. 

 


